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The Inequity of the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act: Over 4,200,000 Left
Uninsured
Archie L. Roundtree, Jr.
AUTHOR’S NOTES
The Affordable Care Act (ACA), referred to as “Obamacare" affects
millions of Americans. Daily worldwide press releases give credence to the
fact that this contemporary topic pulls at the heartstrings of Americans.
People across the political spectrum feel strongly about how the
government is shaping the health care system; it has created heated
discussions across the country—striking a chord within millions. The media
is on high alert with daily updates, opinions, and discussions. This
controversial topic in our political climate is current and constantly
evolving. Although the desire for the ACA is strong, the developing events
surrounding it may change. It is interesting, stimulating, and extremely rare
to see events unfolding right before your eyes and ears—because the ACArelated events are happening as this paper is developing. This article gives
readers a front row view of current events, political mayhem, and the
people’s choice—all at the same time. The need for change and
implementation, and the desire for a better health care system, gives one an
overwhelming glimpse into all aspects of the need for medical care. This
article provides distinct solutions designed to address a broken health care
system and to ensure coverage for the millions of Americans who are
uninsured. Further, this article advocates for fulfilling a need in our society
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to provide health care coverage. The article will enlighten, educate, and
engage readers, in hopes of witnessing a transformation in the health care
system.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) is important
because it is "a far-reaching law with extensive impact and implications,"
and many people are affected by its healthcare mandates.1 Nineteen states
refused to implement the Medicaid expansion provision of the PPACA,
denying over 6 million Americans access to health care.2 The law is also
known as the Affordable Care Act (ACA), colloquially referred to as
“Obamacare.”3
The topic of healthcare is important because millions of citizens are
denied benefits.4 The nation’s most vulnerable citizens are denied basic
medical coverage and used as pawns by uncaring politicians.5 It is a
political irony that Republicans began their fight to repeal the ACA within
weeks of its passage.6 A replacement for the ACA was not proposed until
1

Tevi Troy & Mark Wilson, The ACA's Impact on Employer-Provided Health Benefits,
REALCLEARHEALTH (Nov. 16, 2016),
http://www.realclearhealth.com/articles/2016/11/16/the_acas_impact_on_employerprovided_health_benefits_110255.html.
2
See A 50-State Look at Medicaid Expansion, FAMILIESUSA (Apr. 2017)
http://familiesusa.org/product/50-state-look-medicaid-expansion.
3
2016 Obamacare – Affordable Care Act Glossary, OBAMACARE.NET,
https://obamacare.net/obamacare-glossary/ (last visited Mar. 8, 2017).
4
See A 50-State Look at Medicaid Expansion, supra note 2.
5
See Robert Scheer, Racism and Cruelty: What’s Behind the GOP’s Healthcare
Agenda? THE NATION (Oct. 8, 2013), https://www.thenation.com/article/racism-andcruelty-whats-behind-gops-healthcare-agenda/.
6
Igor Volsky, Blow by Blow: A Comprehensive Timeline of The GOP’s 4-Year Battle to
Kill Obamacare, THINKPROGRESS (Mar. 23, 2014), https://thinkprogress.org/blow-byblow-a-comprehensive-timeline-of-the-gops-4-year-battle-to-kill-obamacare5dd069a5518a.
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seven years later, in March 2017, after Republicans gained control of the
executive branch, the Senate, and the House of Representatives.7
The population that will benefit most from health care reform is the poor
and needy, as that population will require subsidies to support the cost.
Subsidies may require higher taxes, redistribution of resources, and more
governmental involvement—actions typically inconsistent with Republican
policies.8 Families, who have a legal right to full health care coverage, and a
mechanism to obtain it, are being denied that right due to the political
agendas of their state, local, and congressional representatives. The legal
right to health care is embodied in the federal statute encompassing the
ACA Medicaid expansion program, which authorizes medical care for all
legal residents with earnings of $33,948 for a four-person household, or
$16,643 for an individual, as of 2017.9 Congressional Republican
representatives have been actively working to repeal the ACA since it
became law in March 2010; they have voted to repeal or amend the law
more than 60 times.10
State legislators and governors who have refused to opt in to
Medicaid/Medicare have caused irreparable harm to their constituents. The
unjust and unintended consequences of allowing states to opt out of
implementing the Medicaid expansion provision of the ACA is that millions

7

See MJ Lee, House Republicans pass bill to replace and repeal Obamacare, CNN:
POLITICS (MAY 4, 2017), http://www.cnn.com/2017/05/04/politics/health-care-vote/.
8
John C. Goodman, Why Don’t Republicans Have an Alternative to Obamacare,
FORBES (Jan. 19, 2015), http://www.forbes.com/sites/johngoodman/2015/01/19/whydont-republicans-have-an-alternative-to-obamacare/#541a5c1ec39d.
9
See ObamaCare Medicaid Expansion, OBAMACARE FACTS,
http://obamacarefacts.com/obamacares-medicaid-expansion/ (last visited Mar. 29, 2017).
10
Alex Zielinski, GOP Lawmakers Vote to Repeal Obamacare, Again, On Groundhog
Day, THINKPROGRESS (Feb. 2, 2016), https://thinkprogress.org/gop-lawmakers-vote-torepeal-obamacare-again-on-groundhog-day-6f0c931a8549#.64szhhpli.
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of Americans are denied their right to health care.11 More than five million
additional citizens could be insured if Texas, Georgia, and Florida were to
implement the Medicaid expansion provision of the ACA.12 Health care
coverage afforded by the ACA applies to every American citizen, yet 19
states chose to deny residents the benefits of coverage offered through the
expansion of Medicaid.13 In 2012, the Supreme Court ruled that in
accordance with language in the ACA, states have a right to opt-out of
providing Medicare coverage.14 The unjust and unintended consequences of
the ACA are caused by state legislators and governors who refuse to
implement the Act’s provisions.15 It is unreasonable for state legislators and
governors to deny insurance to American citizens eligible to receive
Medicaid—insurance that is available and paid for by the federal
government.16
The history of the ACA is fraught with controversy.17 This article will
examine that history and evolving controversy surrounding the ACA.18
First, this article will scrutinize votes and arguments presented by
congressional legislators opposing the ACA. Second, and most importantly,
I will provide an avenue to drastically reduce the uninsured rate and provide
11
See M. Buettgens & G. Kennedy, What if More States Expanded Medicaid in 2017?
Changes in Eligibility, Enrollment, and the Uninsured, RWJF (Jul. 2016),
https://www.rwjf.org/en/library/research/2016/07/what-if-more-states-expandedmedicaid-in-2017-.html.
12
Id.
13
Id.
14
Scheer, supra note 5.
15
Scheer, supra note 5.
16
A 50-State Look at Medicaid Expansion, supra note 2; Nat'l Fed'n of Indep. Bus. v.
Sebelius, 567 U.S. 519 (2012).
17
See Why is Obamacare so Controversial?, BBC (May 4, 2017),
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-24370967.
18
See Affordable Care Act (Obamacare), HEALTHREFORMVOTES.ORG,
https://www.healthreformvotes.org/congress/roll-call-votes/s396-111.2009 (last visited
Mar. 12, 2017).
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health care to virtually every American. Finally, I will recommend that
Congress pass a law requiring all states to expand Medicaid, and open
health care exchanges to implement the Medicaid expansion, because doing
so would reduce the current national uninsured rate by nearly 50 percent—
to a low of 4.5 percent.19 This discussion is limited to an analysis of the
effects of specific healthcare legislation on the citizens in the United States,
but does not address comparisons to other countries’ similar legislation.
II. BACKGROUND
The ACA is a culmination of health care proposals spanning several
decades, championed by both Republicans and Democrats.20 Former
President Barack Obama signed the bill into law on March 23, 2010.21 The
Congressional Budget Office estimated that as many as 21 million people
would be insured through the ACA by 2016.22 The actual number of people
insured according to the Obamacare Facts website is approximately 20
million as of February 2016.23 The ACA was designed to provide affordable
health care to Americans with little or no insurance.24 Uninsured citizens
qualify for the Medicaid Expansion provision if their household income
19

See Buettgens & Kennedy, supra note 11, at 1.
See History of the Individual Health Mandate, 1989-2010, PROCON (Feb. 9, 2012),
http://healthcarereform.procon.org/view.resource.php?resourceID=004182.
21
Id.
22
Director Douglas W. Elmendorf, Congressional Budget Office Letter to Speaker Nancy
Pelosi on H.R. 4872, the Reconciliation Act of 2010 (Mar. 20, 2010),
https://www.cbo.gov/sites/default/files/111th-congress-20092010/costestimate/amendreconprop.pdf.
23
ObamaCare Enrollment Numbers, OBAMACARE FACTS,
http://obamacarefacts.com/sign-ups/obamacare-enrollment-numbers/ (last visited Feb. 12,
2017).
24
John Scar, Jules Clark, & Like Delorme, Understanding the Affordable Care Act, AM.
INST. ECON. RES. (May 8, 2014), https://www.aier.org/research/understandingaffordable-care-act.
20
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falls below 133 percent of the federal poverty level.25 When former
President Obama signed the ACA into law, the uninsured rate among the
nonelderly population was 16.7 percent.26 This high percentage represents
more than 50 million people without health insurance.27 The massive
number of uninsured occurred at a time when the country was in the middle
of a great recession; employers were laying off workers, companies were
eliminating benefits, and nearly one in six Americans had no health
insurance.28 Key provisions of the law were to take effect in January 2014.29
During the mere 30 months between the signing of the ACA and its initial
implementation, the uninsured rate soared to a high of 18.7 percent.30 In
October of 2013, federal and state agencies began enrolling citizens for
insurance through the online ACA health care exchanges.31 Between
October 1, 2013, and March 31, 2014, over 8 million people used the

25
Medicaid Expansion & What It Means for You, HEALTHCARE.GOV,
https://www.healthcare.gov/medicaid-chip/medicaid-expansion-and-you/ (last visited
Mar. 13, 2017).
26
Dan Mangan, Obamacare Pushes Nation's Health Uninsured Rate to Record low 8.6
percent, CNBC (Sept. 7, 2016), https://www.cnbc.com/2016/09/07/obamacare-pushesnations-health-uninsured-rate-to-record-low.html.
27
Richard Wolf, Number of Uninsured Americans Rises to 50.7 million, USA TODAY
(Sept. 17, 2010), http://usatoday30.usatoday.com/news/nation/2010-09-17uninsured17_ST_N.htm.
28
Id.
29
Alson Martin, 15 PPACA Provisions that will take effect in 2014, THINKADVISOR
(Jun. 3, 2013), http://www.thinkadvisor.com/2013/06/03/15-ppaca-provisions-that-willtake-effect-in-2014.
30
Key Facts about the Uninsured Population, KAISER FAM. FOUND. (Sept. 29, 2014),
http://kff.org/uninsured/fact-sheet/key-facts-about-the-uninsured-population/.
31
History and Timeline of the Affordable Care Act (ACA), EHEALTH (Sep. 22, 2016),
https://resources.ehealthinsurance.com/affordable-care-act/history-timeline-affordablecare-act-aca.
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exchanges to enroll in health insurance, obtaining access to basic health
benefits they otherwise would never have been able to afford.32
The social impact of the ACA is a quantifiable, life changing experience
for millions of Americans.33 Health insurance with preventative medical
care is paramount to physical wellness and a healthy life style.34 With
proper preventive care and early medical diagnosis, lives have been saved
and extended.35 Prior to the ACA, many of the citizens who were uninsured
did not seek medical assistance until their conditions were so critical they
had to rush to the emergency room.36 Thanks to the ACA, low-income
Americans are able to receive preventive care and enjoy the same medical
privileges as the citizens who can afford private health insurance or are
receiving it through their employer. The purpose and intent of the ACA is
evident, but opposition to the Act is strong. Therefore, it is imperative that
proponents are vigilant in highlighting the benefits of the ACA as a
counterforce to the rhetoric exposed by the opposition.

32

FACT SHEET: Affordable Care Act by the Numbers, WHITE HOUSE (Apr. 17, 2014),
https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/the-press-office/2014/04/17/fact-sheet-affordablecare-act-numbers.
33
See The Affordable Care Act and the U.S. Economy, COMMONWEALTH FUND,
http://www.commonwealthfund.org/publications/fund-reports/2016/feb/aca-economyfive-year-perspective (last visited Jan. 3, 2017).
34
Rahel Gebreyes, These Are the Lives That Obamacare Helped Save, HUFFINGTON
POST (Jan. 3, 2017), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/obamacare-livessaved_us_585c1675e4b0eb586485840f.
35
Id.
36
See Melanie Evans, Hospital cost of uninsured: $900 per patient, per year, MOD.
HEALTHCARE (Jun. 23, 2015),
http://www.modernhealthcare.com/article/20150623/NEWS/150629964.
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A. Repeal and Replace
On Tuesday, November 8, 2016, Donald J. Trump was elected as the 45th
president of the United States.37 Since the beginning of his campaign and
into his presidency, President Trump continues to pursue his goal to repeal
and replace the ACA.38 Since its passage, there have been more than 60
attempts by Congress to repeal Obamacare.39 Although votes to repeal the
ACA are numerous, the House and Senate have not agreed on a bill to
replace it. Congressional eagerness to actually repeal and replace the ACA
is dubious; consensus amongst Republican senators on a bill to replace
Obamacare is as fleeting as when former President Obama was in office.40
With the election of President Trump, Congress now has the votes to repeal
the ACA, but has been unable to develop a bill that both the House and
Senate can agree on.41 Congress has not held a public hearing on the
problems with the ACA; perhaps it is because Republican lawmakers would
have to explain to the American people how they would solve the

37
Adam Edelman, Cameron Joseph, Jason Silverstein & Larry McShane, Donald Trump
Elected the 45th President of the United States in Explosive Overthrow of Washington
Establishment, DAILY NEWS (Nov. 9, 2016),
http://www.nydailynews.com/news/politics/donald-trump-elected-45th-president-u-sarticle-1.2865288.
38
Benjamin Siegel & Veronica Stracqualursi, Trump says Obamacare ‘dead’ after GOP
health bill passes House, ABC NEWS (May 4, 2017, 11:31 PM ET),
http://abcnews.go.com/Politics/house-passes-obamacare-replacementbill/story?id=47200247.
39
Zielinski, supra note 10.
40
John C. Goodman, Do Republicans Really Want To Appeal Obamacare? Maybe Not,
FORBES (Aug. 4, 2016), http://www.forbes.com/sites/johngoodman/2016/08/04/dorepublicans-really-want-to-repeal-obamacare-maybe-not/#84186506c1ef.
41
See Mike DeBonis, Republicans Have a Plan to Replace Obamacare, and Its Cost are
Unclear, WASH. POST (Jun. 22, 2016),
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/powerpost/wp/2016/06/22/republicans-have-aplan-to-replace-obamacare-and-its-costs-are-unclear/.
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problems.42 The popularity of the ACA has skyrocketed since the election
of Donald Trump, from 42 percent in November 2016, to a high of 55
percent.43
Any reform of the ACA would undoubtedly have to include elements
currently contained in the law—specifically, the individual mandate. A
central feature of the ACA is the individual mandate, which was “fleshed
out more than two decades ago by a number of conservative economists,
[and] embraced by scholars at a conservative research group.”44 The
individual mandate is a directive that requires most citizens to purchase
health insurance coverage.45 The mandate allows for a large risk pool to be
created that include enough healthy people to lower premium for
everyone.46 If a bill to repeal and replace the ACA is passed by both Houses
of Congress and signed into law by the President, the replacement would
likely include aspects of the Medicaid expansion program.47
Government figures reveal that “provisions of the Affordable Care Act
have resulted in an estimated 20 million people gaining health insurance
42

Goodman, supra note 40.
Bob Bryan, Obamacare’s Popularity Has Gone Through the Roof After Trump’s
Election, BUS. INSIDER (Apr. 4, 2017, 4:33 PM), http://www.businessinsider.com/pollobamacare-popularity-favorability-gallup-2017-4.
44
Michael Cooper, Conservatives Sowed Idea of Health Care Mandate, Only to Spurn It
Later, N.Y. TIMES (Feb. 14, 2012),
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/02/15/health/policy/health-care-mandate-was-firstbacked-by-conservatives.html.
45
Sarah Kliff & Ezra Klein, Individual Mandate 101: What it is, Why it Matters, WASH.
POST (Mar. 27, 2012), https://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/wonkblog/post/individualmandate-101-what-it-is-why-itmatters/2011/08/25/gIQAhPzCeS_blog.html?utm_term=.329aaf1fd5a6.
46
What Is the Individual Mandate for Health Care Reform?, TURBOTAX,
https://turbotax.intuit.com/tax-tips/health-care/what-is-the-individual-mandate-for-healthcare-reform/L51gBOz8v (last visited Nov. 4, 2017).
47
Dylan Scott, The Many Obstacles Awaiting the Republican Health Care Bill in the
Senate, VOX (May 4, 2017, 2:24 PM EDT), https://www.vox.com/policy-andpolitics/2017/5/4/15542792/senate-republicans-health-care-bill.
43
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coverage between the passage of the law in 2010 and early 2016.”48
Approximately 50,000 lives have been saved as a result of adequate
healthcare—thanks to access to medications, preventive procedures, and
health education.49 With so many Americans benefiting from the ACA, it
will be difficult for any administration to turn back the progress and retract
those benefits. The soaring popularity of the ACA has caused some
Republican senators to re-examine their promise of “repeal and replace.”50
Following the election of President Trump on Tuesday, November 8,
2016, “[m]ore than 100,000 consumers signed up on Wednesday for
Obamacare plans, the most of any day since open enrollment started.”51 The
healthcare benefits the ACA provide to the nation’s most vulnerable
citizens is a boost to the entire society. It is a form of social justice to
expand Medicaid and provide health care to the nation’s poorest and most
vulnerable citizens.52 It is imperative that congressional supporters of
healthcare fight vigorously to pass a law to ensure medical coverage is
extended to uninsured citizens. Every citizen in the United States of
America has a right to basic medical coverage.
48

Jeffrey Young, 20 Million Gained Health Insurance from Obamacare, President Says,
HUFFINGTON POST (Mar. 3, 2016, 4:56 PM ET),
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/health-insuranceobamacare_us_56d8a717e4b0000de403d404.
49
Joan McCarter, Fact check: Has Obamacare Helped Save 50,000 Lives? Why Yes, It
Has, DAILY KOS (Apr. 2, 2015, 7:16 PM PDT),
http://www.dailykos.com/story/2015/4/2/1375090/-Fact-check-Has-Obamacare-helpedsave-50-000-lives-Why-yes-it-nbsp-has.
50
Burgess Everett, Senate Republicans: From ‘hell no’ to ‘not so sure’ on Obamacare,
POLITICO (Mar. 18, 2017, 7:15 AM EDT),
http://www.politico.com/story/2017/03/obamacare-repeal-senate-republicans-236209.
51
Jayne O’Donnell, Trump election helps spur top Obamacare signups this month, USA
TODAY (Nov. 10, 2016),
http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2016/11/10/trump-election-spurs-recordobamacare-signups-month/93590056/.
52
See ObamaCare Medicaid Expansion, supra note 9.
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Unfortunately, in March 2017, President Trump expressed an opposite
view. Instead of embracing the ACA, the president fully supported a
Republican-sponsored bill designed to repeal and replace the ACA.53 The
bill known as the American Healthcare Act would have cast 24 million
people back into the ranks of the uninsured.54 A Quinnipiac University poll
revealed that only 17 percent of the American people supported the
Republican replacement plan for Obamacare.55 Republican leadership
scheduled a vote for March 23, 2017, to repeal and replace Obamacare, but
had to delay the vote due to opposition from rank-and-file Republican
lawmakers.56 The repeal-and-replace plan was rescheduled for a vote on
Friday, March 24, 2017, but was pulled from the House floor because
Republican lawmakers could not come to a consensus.57 However, ten days

53
Michael A. Memoli & Lisa Mascaro, Trump warns GOP Vote for Obamacare repeal
or lose your seat, LA TIMES (Mar. 21. 2017),
http://www.latimes.com/politics/washington/la-na-essential-washington-updates-trumpwarns-gop-vote-for-obamacare-1490110769-htmlstory.html.
54
Thomas Kaplin & Robert Pear, Health Bill Would Add 24 Million Uninsured but Save
$337 Billion, Report Says, N.Y. TIMES (Mar. 13, 2017),
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/03/13/us/politics/affordable-care-act-healthcongressional-budget-office.html?_r=0.
55
Paulina Firozi, Poll: Just 17 percent of voters back ObamaCare repeal plan, THE HILL
(Mar. 23, 2017, 12:22 PM EDT), http://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/325448-pollmajority-of-voters-disapprove-of-gop-obamacare-repeal-plan.
56
Matt Fuller, Machael McAuiff & Ryan Grim, Obamacare Repeal Vote Postponed,
HUFFINGTON POST (Mar. 23, 2017), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/paul-ryandonald-trump-lose-the-battle-postpone-vote-on-acarepeal_us_58d42251e4b02d33b749d494?
57
Mike DeBonis, Ed O’ Keefe & Robert Costa, GOP health-care bill: House
Republican leaders abruptly pull their rewrite of the nation’s health-care law, WASH.
POST (Mar. 24, 2017), https://www.washingtonpost.com/powerpost/house-leadersprepare-to-vote-friday-on-health-care-reform/2017/03/24/736f1cd6-1081-11e7-9d5aa83e627dc120_story.html?hpid=hp_hp-banner-main_housevote715abanner%3Ahomepage%2Fstory&utm_term=.31e57f123d80.
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later, on May 4, 2017, the House narrowly passed a bill to repeal and
replace the ACA.58
Moreover, on June 22, 2017 the Senate revealed the updated version of
the bill.59 A vote was looming and hypothesized to happen before July 4,
2017.60 Strategic maneuvering revealed that ten Republicans had doubts on
the repeal.61 Five Republicans voiced opposition to the bill.62 The final vote
would have had grave implications because
[t]he Senate currently has 52 Republicans and 48
Democrats. That means if all Democrats vote against the
bill, only three no votes from Republicans can torpedo it.
Even if Republicans are successful in getting it through
the upper chamber, they would then still need to reconcile
it with version passed by the House in early May, reach a
bicameral agreement with House Republicans, and hold
votes in the House and Senate on that version again.63

58
Daniel Person, The House Just Passed the Obamacare Repeal Bill. Here’s How
Washington’s Delegation Voted., SEATTLE WEEKLY (May 4, 2017, 7:30 AM),
http://www.seattleweekly.com/news/as-health-care-vote-approaches-we-still-dont-knowwhere-reichert-stands/.
59
Rebecca Shabad, Senate GOP unveils health care plan after weeks of secrecy, CBS
NEWS (June 22, 2017), http://www.cbsnews.com/news/gop-senate-health-care-billreleased/.
60
Gisele Grayson, Alyson Hurt, & Alison Kodjak, Who wins, Who Loses With Senate
Health Care Bill, NPR (June 22, 2017), http://www.npr.org/sections/healthshots/2017/06/22/533942041/who-wins-who-loses-with-senate-health-care-bill.
61
Perry Bacon Jr., The Senators Who Could Take Down the Health Care Bill,
FIVETHIRTYEIGHT (June 22, 2017, 9:38 AM), https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/thesenators-who-could-take-down-the-health-care-bill/.
62
Veronica Stracqualursi, Adam Kelsey, & Ali Rogin, 5th Republican senator comes out
in opposition to health care bill, ABC NEWS (June 23, 2017, 3:09 PM ET),
http://abcnews.go.com/Politics/republican-senators-ready-vote-health-carebill/story?id=48205351.
63
Shabad, supra note 59.
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III. ACA: SUCCESS OVER OPPOSITION
A. Medicaid Expansion
Opponents of the ACA have mounted a fierce and consistent battle to
overturn the legislation. Since the ACA was upheld by the Supreme Court
in June 2012, there have been more than sixty repeal votes in Congress.64
As an example, the Washington State congressional legislators are taking
the lead in mounting meritless opposition to the ACA.65 Members of the
Washington State delegation, which includes Representatives David
Reichert, Dan Newhouse, Cathy McMorris, and Jaime Herrera, joined with
their Republican counterparts in consistently voting to repeal the ACA.66
The votes were cast despite the fact that since the passage and
implementation of the ACA, Washington State has seen its uninsured rate
decline from 16.8 percent in 2013, to 7.3 percent as of February 2016.67 The
uninsured rate decline represents a drop of 10.4 percent, or 744,640
residents.68 According to Mike Kreider, the Washington state insurance
commissioner in charge of regulating insurance, the uninsured rate dropped
in virtually every county, a testament to the effectiveness of the ACA.69
64

Zielinski, supra note 10
Zielinski, supra note 33; see also, How Washington members of Congress voted on
Obamacare, health reform, HEALTHREFORMVOTES.ORG,
https://www.healthreformvotes.org/washington/ (last visited Oct. 17, 2016).
66
Id.
67
Uninsured rate in Washington state drops by half to 7.3 percent,
INSURANCE.WA.GOV (Feb. 3, 2018), https://www.insurance.wa.gov/news/uninsuredrate-washington-state-drops-half-73-percent.
68
Tim Pfarr, Washington State uninsured rate down 10.4 percent from 2013, WSHA
(Aug. 13, 2015), http://www.wsha.org/articles/washington-state-uninsured-rate-down-104-percent-from-2013/.
69
Uninsured rate in Washington state drops by half to 7.3 percent, OFF. INS.
COMMISSIONER (Feb. 3, 2016), https://www.insurance.wa.gov/aboutoic/newsroom/news/2016/02-02-2016.html.
65
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A centerpiece for the effectiveness of the ACA is the Medicaid expansion
provision.70 Target groups for the expansion include a three person
household with an annual income of $26,347, or an individual making
$15,417, as of 2013.71 The target groups encompass millions of low-income
citizens with chronic illnesses or disabilities, as well as veterans and Native
Americans.72 Individuals eligible for Medicaid expansion were previously
uninsured because they did not qualify under prior Medicaid standards.73
Congress intended for Medicaid expansion to be a mandatory provision of
the law, but the 2012 Supreme Court decision in Nat'l Fed'n of Indep. Bus.
v. Sebelius, provided for states to opt out of the requirement.74 The Supreme
Court decision led to a “coverage cap” in nineteen states that opted not to
expand Medicaid.75 Decisions by states not to expand Medicaid has left
millions of eligible Americans uninsured.76 Washington State opted to
implement the Medicaid expansion, resulting in over 600,000 state residents
gaining health insurance and a drop in the uninsured rate of over 60
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percent.77 Social justice is well served by the positive effects of the
Obamacare in Washington State and throughout the country; lives are being
saved and extended, yet opposition persists.
Congressional representatives throughout the country continue to voice
strong opposition to the ACA; amongst the persistent national voices are the
Washington State congressional representatives.78 In a short four-year
period, from 2011 to 2014, Washington State congressional legislators
along with congressional legislators from other states, cast 54 votes to
repeal or defund the ACA.79 The votes were cast even though the ACA is
providing a tremendous health care benefit to the residents the legislators
were elected to serve.80 Representatives David Reichert, Dan Newhouse,
Cathy McMorris, and Jaime Herrera, along with their counterparts, assert
that they have a better system of health care, but the Republican proposal
put forth is supported by only 17 percent of the American people.81
Since the inception of the ACA, the uninsured resident rate in
Washington has dropped to its “lowest level in decades.”82 The ACA is
succeeding in its goal of delivering health care to American citizens at
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affordable rates.83 Over 20 million Americans, including 775,000
Washington residents, are receiving coverage through the ACA.84 Social
justice via the ACA is being served and administered to people who need it
most—those who are least able to secure it for themselves. A tremendous
advantage of the ACA is that dependent children can retain benefits up to
their 26th birthday.85 Despite the benefits afforded to Washington residents,
two Washington State congressional legislators voted to repeal and replace
the ACA as recently as May 4, 2017.86 Eight Washington congressional
representatives, including two Republicans, voted against repealing the
ACA.87 If legislation to repeal the ACA becomes law, tens of thousands of
Washington residents, along with millions of their fellow Americans, will
lose their health insurance.88 Health insurance coverage for eligible lowincome citizens is subsidized by the federal government.89 In spite of the
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great benefits, rising ACA premiums gave opponents of the ACA a fresh
battle cry during the 2016 presidential election.
ACA premiums for 2017 have increased by as much as 25 percent.90
Republicans from around the country seized on the news of the ACA
premium hikes—bolstering their message that Obamacare is a failure.91
GOP candidates during the 2016 election considered the ACA rate increases
a game changer.92 The Republican Congressional Committee invested
millions in television ads, blaming Democrats for the ACA rate increases.93
While it was true those rates were increasing far faster than prior years, the
reason was mainly due to substantial insurer losses and reduction in profits,
along with an ACA reinsurance program phase out.94 Republican House
Speaker Paul Ryan, speaking of the ACA, stated, “[t]his law has failed. We
know that things are only getting worse under Obamacare. This is about
people paying higher premiums every year and feeling powerless to stop
it.”95
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However, contrary to the Speaker's statement, a "new report from the
nonpartisan Congressional Budget Office (CBO) suggests" actions by the
Trump administration are driving premiums higher.96 On October 12, 2017,
the Trump administration terminated subsidy payments to insurance
companies—payments insurance companies were receiving since the
inception of the ACA to offset premiums for low-income customers.97 The
elimination of subsidies will result in higher premiums and an estimated one
million additional Americans uninsured.98 Some Carriers are spreading the
rate hikes across the various plans—resulting in higher premiums for many
of the individual insurance buyers. Individuals insured through the
Medicaid expansion provision of the ACA will not be affected by the
subsidy cuts.99
B. Subsidies and Vouchers
Prior to the Trump administration ending subsidies to insurance
companies, the CBO estimated that ACA would reduce the debt by $143
billion over the next 10 year period.100 The projection by the CBO includes
the Medicaid expansion provision of the law which is estimated to cost
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$232 billion over the same period.101 States such as Washington that chose
to expand Medicaid received 100 percent subsidy reimbursement from the
federal government to cover state expenditures on enrollments.102 The
subsidy progressively decreases beginning in 2017, and levels off to 90
percent in 2020.103 As of March 2017, over 600,000 Washington state
residents were receiving healthcare through the ACA expansion.104 The
expansion of Medicaid helped cut the uninsured rate in half, down from
14.5 percent in 2012, to 7.3 percent in 2015.105 The government subsidy
was designed to induce states to implement the Medicaid expansion
provision of the ACA.106 The positive effect of the provision is evident, as
illustrated by the drastic reduction in the Washington State uninsured rate.
Even with the tremendous success of the Medicaid expansion, the future
of the ACA is in great jeopardy. At stake is the health care of millions of
citizens who stand to lose their healthcare if the ACA is repealed.107 With
Republican control of the House of Representatives and the Oval Office,
they have the power to repeal Obamacare.108 It is important to look at
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creative alternatives that build on the foundation of the ACA, in order to
ensure future healthcare for all citizens. One alternative, in a multi-prong
approach, would be to use the same funds allocated for state Medicaid
reimbursements to establish a voucher system for eligible residents who
wish to purchase private insurance. The use of Medicaid vouchers originate
from a Republican proposal that can be modified and adopted for limited
use, to provide residents with options for accessing care.109 A central focus
of both Republicans and Democrats is healthcare availability.
C. Health Literacy
Healthcare availability and coverage provisions are central to the political
discussions engulfing the ACA.110 Confusion about the law was widespread
amongst citizens who received the greatest benefit.111 The expansion of
Medicaid provided health insurance to millions of Americans who had
never been insured before; the result was a flood of consumers who were
unable to understand their coverage.112 The ability to understand
prescription instructions, medical pamphlets, and coverage details are all
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aspects of health literacy.113 The National Academy of Sciences,
Engineering and Medicine define health literacy as “the degree to which
individuals have the capacity to obtain, process, and understand basic
information and services needed to make appropriate decisions regarding
their health.”114 With the expansion of Medicaid, consumers were newly
engaged in a healthcare system they knew nothing about, and had never
experienced.115
The ACA goal of affordable healthcare is hampered by beneficiaries who
are ill-equipped to take full advantage of the law.116 The ACA legislation
contains no health literacy guidelines, nor any directives to ensure textual
comprehension of coverage provisions for the millions of new low-income
Medicaid recipients.117 An effective response to the health literacy needs of
low income Medicaid recipients will require comprehensive health literacy
legislation that affects all segments of the healthcare system. It is estimated
that inappropriate health decisions resulting from health illiteracy have an
annual cost of $106 to $236 billion dollars.118 The costs are driven by
patient visits to the emergency room with chronic diseases or afflictions
resulting from poor preventive care.119 An aggressive health literacy
campaign can empower all patients with the knowledge and ability to make
informed decisions about their health. Informed healthcare decisions also

113
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involve choosing a primary care doctor; however, the next section will
demonstrate that many urban and low-income areas are experiencing a
decline in the number of physicians.
D. Medical Access Points
Studies refer to the lack of physicians as “Health Care Deserts,”
where physicians, hospitals, and healthcare facilities are rare.120 The doctor
and facility shortage is especially acute in predominately Black and
Hispanic low-income areas.121 The problem is exacerbated by the success of
the ACA, with millions more people seeking healthcare with insurance
through the expansion of Medicaid.122 With a high demand for doctors,
physicians are choosing to move their practice and facilities to more
affluent areas.123 Even with insurance, some residents are finding it difficult
to access their healthcare due to physician and facility shortages.124
Obamacare is working for millions of Americans, “[b]ut access to coverage
is not the same as access to care.”125 The implementation of a federally
funded program to establish Medical Clinic Access Points (MCAP) in
underserved low income areas would relieve the shortage and guarantee
access for Medicaid recipients. The MCAP would be staffed with doctors
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and nurses and provide preventive services to eligible Medicaid clients.
MCAPs could fill any medical access need that Sally Pipes identified in her
article.126 Ms. Pipes is "president, CEO, and Thomas W. Smith Fellow in
Health Studies at the Pacific Research Institute, a San Francisco-based think
tank."127 She has been interviewed on prominent media outlets and
published five books on healthcare issues.128 The pitfalls of the ACA leave
many people still struggling to get healthcare.129 The battle over the fate of
the American healthcare system continues within the halls of Congress.
After seven years of congressional votes to repeal Obamacare, with no
proposed replacement, the House of Representatives finally presented a bill
to replace the ACA.130
On Monday, March 6, 2017, House Republicans revealed their longawaited ACA replacement bill called the American Health Care Act
(AHCA).131 The proposed legislation did not bring about the repeal of the
ACA as promised by its opponents.132 Congress planned to repeal the ACA
and replace it with the AHCA. However, something happened on the road
to repeal: the initial Republican replacement plan morphed into an
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Obamacare look-alike.133 The AHCA would retain key features of the
ACA.134 Key elements of the ACA incorporated in the initial version of the
AHCA included the Medicaid expansion provision allowing dependents to
remain on their parents’ insurance policy through age 26, and the
prohibition against insurers discriminating against people because of
preexisting conditions.135 The AHAC initially provided that Medicaid
expansion provision would be phased out on January 1, 2020.136 The bill
would allow coverage through age 26 to continue, but new enrollment
would be frozen.137
The greatest difference between the ACA and the initial version of the
AHCA was the removal of taxes and penalties included in the current
law.138 The Congressional Budget Office estimates the ACHA will drop 23
million people from the insurance roles.139 The low-income and elderly will
be hardest hit by the cuts.140 Medicaid spending under the AHCA will be
reduced by an estimated $834 million.141 Four Republican senators from
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states that implemented the Medicaid expansion immediately voiced
opposition to the House Republican proposal.142
On Thursday, May 4, 2017, after modifying its original bill, Republicans
in the House of Representatives passed legislation to repeal and replace the
ACA.143 The bill was passed on a party line vote with a margin of 217 to
213.144 Twenty Republicans joined with Democrats in opposing the
legislation.145 Republicans pushed the bill through the House, despite it not
having been scored by the Congressional Budget Office (CBO).146 As the
repeal legislation moved on to the Senate, Republican Senators immediately
labeled the House legislation as “unattainable.”147 The prospect of the
Senate adapting the House bill became even more bleak on Wednesday,
March 24, 2017, when the CBO released its score.148 The CBO report
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revealed that over a ten-year period, 23 million people would lose their
health insurance, and $834 billion would be cut from Medicaid.149
Medical insurance is not a privilege. It is a right that every American
citizen is fully entitled; to deny citizens that right is a social injustice. My
prescription addresses the healthcare crisis by implementing universal
healthcare, which is composed of four specific elements.
IV. PRESCRIPTIVE ELEMENTS
The ACA authorizes states to expand Medicaid coverage to residents
with earnings up to 133 percent of the poverty line, yet only 31 states chose
to expand coverage, leaving millions of Americans still uninsured.150 The
remainder of this article will provide four distinct solutions to the issue. The
prescriptive elements are designed to address a broken health care system
and to ensure coverage for the millions of Americans who are uninsured.
Four separate elements are identified that offer a comprehensive solution to
the healthcare crisis. The elements must be implemented simultaneously in
order to maximize the benefits of the proposed solutions. My plan includes:
new legislation, a health literacy campaign, medical access points, and
federal subsidy vouchers. The details of each of the four prongs are
explained below. The four-part proposal will work because it provides all
citizens with access to affordable health care, options for accessing
individual care, and education on the benefits and treatments available to
individuals and families.
In order for the legislation to pass and become law, we will need the
support of the general public, votes of congressional legislators, and
149
150
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signature of the President. Angry constituents made their voices heard, by
speaking out at town halls across the country, where they are blasting
Republicans who supported the AHCA.151 The Senate announced it would
not vote on the healthcare bill passed by the House, but would seek
consensus on a totally new bill.152 Four of the fifty-two Republicans in the
Senate openly announced their opposition to the AHCA, which assured the
legislation would not reach the President’s desk.153 The prescriptive
elements proposed are a prime alternative to a healthcare bill passed by the
Republican-controlled House; a bill that garnered only 17 percent support
of the American people.154
In the first of the four-part solution, I propose new legislation aimed at
expanding Medicaid to ensure American citizens on every socio-economic
level have healthcare insurance. Second, I propose health literacy legislation
to educate all Americans about their health options and benefits. Third, I
propose legislation requiring states to establish medical access points for
free eligible outpatient care for the uninsured. Fourth, I propose new
legislation to implement federal subsidy vouchers for individuals to
purchase insurance. The proposals are not mutually exclusive, and must
work together in order to accomplish the desired results. Working in
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harmony, the proposals will afford all American citizen their right to
healthcare coverage.
A. New Legislation
Congressional legislators should vote to pass a new law requiring all
states to expand Medicaid through the implementation of state health care
exchanges. Medicaid expansion will provide coverage to over six million
eligible recipients who are currently uninsured.155 The proposed legislation
will require that healthcare exchanges be established at the state and federal
levels. Funding for establishment of exchanges will be provided by the
federal government. Residents will sign up for health care through the
exchange programs. The new law will expand Medicaid coverage to all
eligible uninsured and underinsured recipients with earnings of no more
than 133 percent of the poverty level.156 Eligible recipients will be able to
sign up for Medicaid at their local Department of Social and Health
Services office (DSHS).
The new law will be implemented through expansion of the current
Medicaid system. The goal is to provide health care coverage to the millions
of citizens who cannot afford it. Upon passage of the new law, the funding
levels would increase to cover the additional cost to states for implementing
the new Medicaid expansion provision. States will have seven months after
passage of the law to enact the online exchange and began signing up
residents for healthcare. Since there will be no opt out provision, States that
do not establish an online exchange as prescribed by law will not receive
Medicaid funds. Upon passage of the legislation, individuals eligible for
155
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insurance under the Medicaid expansion program can immediately apply for
coverage at their local DSHS offices. As the system is rolled out over the
seven-month period, residents will be able to sign up for healthcare via the
federal exchange.
Under my proposed legislation, individuals would be screened for
eligibility through the local social services office. Once eligibility is
determined, residents would receive the appropriate care from doctors and
facilities that accept Medicaid. Regardless of the medical condition, all
individuals will be able to get health care coverage. Currently, thirty-two
governors have implemented the Medicaid expansion program within their
states.157 However, in states that did not expand Medicaid, millions of
Americans remain uninsured and left without adequate health care options.
My plan requires each state to implement the Medicaid expansion program
and establish an online exchange for its residents. The exchange
requirement could potentially spur Tenth Amendment challenges. However,
the fate of such challenges was settled by the U.S. Supreme Court in Nat'l
Fed'n of Indep. Bus. v. Sebelius, finding that the Medicaid expansion
provision was constitutional, absent any coercion from the federal
government.158
My proposal differs from the current law because all states will be
required to expand Medicaid and establish online exchanges. Under the
current law, states appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court and took advantage
of vague language that allowed them to opt out of expanding Medicaid and
enacting the online healthcare exchanges. As a result of states choosing not
to participate in the ACA Medicaid expansion program, millions of
157
158
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residents are left uninsured.159 The millions of uninsured residents are lowincome; thus, my plan requiring all states to expand Medicaid will fill the
eligible uninsured “coverage gap.”160 The average uninsured rate for states
that chose not to implement the Medicaid expansion is 10.89 percent, while
the average rate for states that chose to expand Medicaid is 7.43 percent, as
of October 2016.161 Over 25 percent of the uninsured reside in Texas, where
the uninsured rate is 20.5 percent.162 Texas exercised its option and chose
not to expand Medicaid under the ACA.163 In 2013, prior to activation of
the exchanges and expansion of Medicaid by participating states, the
national average uninsured rate was 17.3 percent.

164

Under my proposal,

the health gap between the affluent and low income will narrow because the
poor will have the same access to health care as their well-off counterparts.
Mandated Medicaid expansion, along with a coordinated health literacy
campaign, will ensure all citizens the opportunity to take full advantage of
their insurance policies.
The proposal may confront stiff opposition from congressional
Republicans who oppose expansion of Medicaid. In addition, Republican
governors in states that did not expand Medicaid will likely oppose the
proposal. Medicaid expansion will have virtually no effect on state budgets.
159
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Nearly 100 percent of Medicaid costs are reimbursed by the federal
government.165 The result of implementing the proposal will be a drastically
improved system that covers all Americans. The proposed legislation will
provide a tremendous public benefit. The greatest benefit is lower
healthcare costs for all Americans and a reduction in the national debt.166
The social policy concern relates to people who are denied their right to
health care. The proposed legislation addresses the social policy concern by
providing health care to all American citizens.
B. Health literacy
Health literacy legislation is important because access to information and
proper use of services could result in billions of dollars in healthcare
savings.167 Health literacy coupled with Medicaid expansion is essential for
solving the healthcare crisis and reducing the uninsured rate. One of the
larger issues surrounding healthcare is a lack of knowledge. More
specifically, some of the confusion stems from American citizens’ illiteracy
regarding their insurance policies. The ability to make educated healthcare
decisions based on informative literature is referred to as health literacy.168
Only 50 percent of adults are able to read at or above the eighth grade
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level.169 However, 80 percent of adults are able to read at or above the fifth
grade level.170 Over 90 million adults in the United States have low health
literacy.171 Of the 90 million, 32 million are lower-income adults.172 This
situation is unacceptable because tax payers must pay a higher premium to
cover people who are uninsured. While no realistic solution exists in which
100 percent of adults could read the material, my solution strives to
encompass as many people as possible.
Accordingly, as part of my comprehensive solution, I propose Congress
pass a law that mandates maximum sensitivity to the literary needs of the
recipients of health care, focusing on eliminating communication barriers.
Congress must take literacy into consideration when implementing
strategies for enrolling and delivering health care to all segments of the
population.173 My proposed solution will ensure that easy-to-read healthcare
information is provided to the public. To maximize its effectiveness, the
proposed legislation must include a budget line item for a health education
campaign through all media outlets.
The new legislation must be written and implemented to ensure
maximum understanding and health care accessibility. As proposed, I am
specifically calling for a massive health literacy campaign via electronic
media and educational institutions. Other possible avenues for receiving
169
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health education could be through churches and local community
organizations; however, this would be on a volunteer basis. It is unjust that
the poor and economically disadvantaged populations are medically
affected by health literature they cannot access. Studies suggest that low
health literacy among the public is a significant issue that undermines health
care access, resulting in increased costs to patients, providers, and
taxpayers.174
My proposed legislation will educate the public using features consisting
of three key parts. The key parts will require that: (1) insurance companies
modify educational material to the eighth grade reading level; (2) the
federal, state, and local government agencies implement and facilitate
educational campaigns; and (3) appropriate federal government agencies
implement and facilitate comprehensive social media health education
campaigns. Federal, state, and local educational campaigns must be initiated
at all levels in order to achieve the maximum degree of health literacy.
Prescribed state literacy campaigns will be funded by the federal
government. Insurance companies would be required to immediately
modify prescription labeling, marketing, and educational materials,
targeting all materials at the eighth grade reading level. The education
material would be in the form of pamphlets, videos, and internet
advertisements. Literacy presents a major barrier to health care access.
Millions of Americans do not have the skills to read standard labels on
prescriptions. More than 46 million high school graduates cannot read.175
People must be able to access, digest, and understand the health literature,
174
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so they can make informed healthcare decisions. Good health is dependent
upon literacy. Statistically, individuals with lower rates of literacy are less
likely to meet adequate health standards because of their socioeconomic
situation.176 Poor health literacy is associated with chronic medical
conditions and increased medical costs.177 People should be given medical
information accessible at their literacy comprehension level.
A comprehensive health literacy campaign will involve voluntary activity
throughout the educational system. In the schools, for example, all students
in the seventh grade need a class on how to live a healthy lifestyle; eighth
graders should be taught the significance of health insurance; and in high
school, students need a curriculum on the different types of insurance
policies and medical procedures. The health literacy measures in the school
system are voluntary parts of the proposal, but that should be adopted
independently of the legislation. Further, in state-funded college, students
should be required to take an online health education course. At the state
level, governors must be held accountable for the health literacy of their
residents. Accountability will be determined through review of brochures,
pamphlets, and media campaigns to determine the effectiveness of the
literacy education program. A random sample of Medicaid participants will
be interviewed to confirm the usefulness and clarity of information they
receive from medical practitioners, insurers, and through the media
campaign. The ultimate success of the health literacy campaign is
determined by its positive benefit to the Medicaid recipient. The governors
will be responsible for ensuring regulatory compliance of insurance
176
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companies that operate within their jurisdiction. Every state would be
required to sponsor a media campaign promoting health literacy within the
requirements of the new law.
The effectiveness of the healthcare system is largely dependent on the
health literacy of the serviced population. If people cannot read, nor
understand their health insurance policy, then they cannot utilize their
health insurance to receive adequate healthcare. Therefore, it is imperative
that Congress take legislative action to ensure the health education of all
Americans.178 Education efforts at service points, specifically in local
schools, communities, and social media, can teach residents how to exercise
their health literacy voice.
As previously stated, the new legislation will mandate a comprehensive
public campaign of health literacy on social media platforms. The best way
to reach individuals in our modern age is through online social media
applications. Marketing is revolutionized by applications such as Snapchat,
Facebook, Digg, YouTube, Twitter, and a host of other social media
platforms. The Internet is not merely a mode of information; in recent years,
it has become a powerful avenue of influence. Targeting individuals to
receive healthcare information via the Internet will be successful because
millions of users visit social media sites on a daily basis, and primarily read
news and other information from social media.179 The goal is to make
health care information easy to access, easy to memorize, and easy to
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understand. Accordingly, it is imperative to use social media in a targeted
awareness campaign to educate citizens about their healthcare.180
The new law will require governors to implement the health literacy
guidelines for their states. With the proper health education, residents can
strive for a healthy life style and take full advantage of healthcare benefits.
The uninsured rate of states that implemented the Medicaid expansion
provision of the ACA average 7.43 percent, while the rate for states that did
not implement Medicaid expansion, was on average 10.89 percent.181 The
campaign will focus on the population at all socioeconomic levels, but
specifically target Medicaid recipients. The campaign must be deliberate
and proactive, conducted via public service ads, mailers, online, and with
community groups. Funds for the pamphlets, flyers, and online media
would be handled by the Department of Health and Human Services
(DHHS). Materials will be standardized by DHHS. States will receive funds
to order pamphlets and flyers.
This proposal is a win-win for everyone; however, it is sure to face
opposition. Implementation of this proposal will require coordinated efforts
with state agencies and service providers; the likely opponents will be
Republican legislators opposed to a government education program.
C. Medical Access Points
Despite the proliferation of volunteer medical organizations, there are
inadequate Medical Client Access Points (MCAPS) for uninsured
180
Shannon Dosemagen & Lee Aase, How Social Media Is Shaking Up Public Health
and Healthcare, HUFFINGTON POST (Jan. 27, 2017),
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individuals. Inadequate medical access is not necessarily defined by the
location of the medical facility, but by the high cost of healthcare that
prohibits low income individuals from utilizing the facility. Congressional
legislators should vote to pass a new law requiring all states to establish
points of access healthcare facilities for the uninsured to receive medical
care. Under the legislation, states will have seven months after passage to
establish MCAP locations. Upon passage of the law, individuals eligible for
insurance under the Medicaid expansion program will also be able to use
the MCAP. The MCAPs will be set up in urban and rural areas with
residents underserved by private healthcare facilities. The population areas
that are extremely at risk of inadequate medical access are those made up of
low-income and uninsured residents. The risk arises because families
cannot afford the high cost of medical insurance. Statistics shows that
income is a major factor contributing to personal health; the lower the
income, the less healthy the individuals in that income bracket.182
The problem of medical access is exacerbated because many hospitals
choose to move out of inner-city areas populated by low income families.183
As health care providers flee low-income neighborhoods, the health of
people most in need of care steadily declines.184 The goal of MCAPs is to
provide families with essential preventive services and diagnosis and
decrease the disparity in healthcare facilities between the affluent and poor.
All uninsured legal state residents will have access to the preventive care
provided by the medical facilities. States will use the subsidies to establish
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state-based clinics in uninsured and under-insured areas of the state. The
clinics will provide the uninsured and under-insured clients with preventive
services such as annual health screening and preventative dental care.
Clients will have medical ID cards, and could use them at approved state
health care locations. This process would provide universal access to health
care, and provide a degree of universal coverage to all citizens. My proposal
differs from the current law because the ACA does not have MCAPs and
does nothing to address the shortage of doctors and care facilities. The new
law will provide eligible residences with greater access to healthcare
facilities.
Funds for the program will be distributed through the Department of
Health and Human Services. The DHHS will use demographic census data
in conjunction with state records to determine the areas where clinics should
be located, and the number of clinics within each state. The federal
government will establish guidelines for vetting users of the Medical
Access Points, in the same manner as is currently done with Medicaid.
Counterarguments or opposition to my proposal might come from
Democratic legislators who are against supporting any options to the
standard Medicaid program. Congressional Republicans will likely oppose
the program, arguing for nothing less than a full appeal of the ACA. The
counterarguments to my proposal fall short, considering the benefits to the
public. The economic benefits of my proposal, as occurred with the ACA,
will include further reductions in unemployment, reduced healthcare cost,
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long term deficit reduction, a healthier work force, increased job mobility,
and protection from the cost of catastrophic illnesses.185
D. Federal Subsidy Voucher
A major issue surrounding healthcare is a lack of options—specifically,
the inability to work with any service provider across state lines.186 The
choice of service providers should not be limited to those listed on a
government website. Accordingly, Congress should pass new legislation
that would fund the distribution of federal subsidy vouchers directly to
eligible individuals. Funds for the program will be distributed through
DHHS. Vouchers will be immediately available upon passage of the law.
State residents can use the vouchers to purchase individual or family
insurance plans. Eligible individuals will be able to sign up for vouchers at
their local DHHS office. The vouchers would be based on the amount of
property taxes for the residential location. DHHS will use public tax records
for each county within a state to determine the voucher allocations.
Individuals could then use the vouchers solely for the purpose of purchasing
health insurance.
The DHHS will provide the vouchers to eligible residents within the
cities, using the above process to determine the voucher amount. Allocated
funds would be based on a calculated formula that would give a funding
amount for each county in the state; the amounts would be totaled and
185
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forwarded to the states’ social services departments. Residents would be
allowed to use the vouchers to purchase private individual health insurance.
Other than for the purchase of health insurance, the vouchers will have zero
value. My proposal differs from the current law because the ACA does not
have a voucher system. However, the proposal is in line with the position of
Tom Price, former head of the DHHS, who favored a Medicaid voucher
system.187 The new law will provide eligible residents with the option of
receiving healthcare through the Medicaid expansion program, or by using
the vouchers to purchase private insurance. The voucher program will be
client centered—allowing residents to purchase insurance across state lines
to fit their individual needs.
Opposition to this proposal will come from congressional Democrats who
are steadfastly against attempts to voucherize any aspect of Medicaid.188
Opposition will also come from senior citizen organizations, such as the
American Association of Retired Persons, who fear vouchers will lead to
costs being shifted to seniors.189 Opposition will also come from governors
who might be against the federal spending for the vouchers, feeling they
may be tasked to expend state funds to help support the program. The
benefit of the proposal is that citizens are given a voucher to shop around to
the various providers and to find the insurance policy that best serves their
needs. Insurance vouchers will give citizens better control over their
healthcare. In addition, the voucher proposal gives citizens an added option
187
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188
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for their choice in accessing healthcare. There is no increase or decrease in
cost associated with the subsidy. Working in unison, these prescriptive
elements will address a social injustice in the medical system that favors the
affluent over the poor.
If Congress and the president fail to act on the proposals, then a failsafe
measure would be the filing of a class action lawsuit. The class action
lawsuit is a guaranteed action if all else fails, but it is not the desired option,
which is the reason it is located at this point in the article. The argument and
basis for the lawsuit are addressed in detail below.
E. Class Action Law Suit
Proponents of the ACA should file a class action law suit under Article
VI of the Constitution against the states that are denying health care
coverage to their uninsured residents. Article VI, Clause 2, the Supremacy
Clause, establish the constitution as the supreme law of the land.190 States
do not have the legal right to disregard a federal law.191 Governors should
not have the option to opt out of extending Medicaid to the working poor;
such an option should require a ballot referendum. Rights granted by the
federal government should not be determined by the state in which you live.
Federal rights, privileges, and benefits extended to the residents of one state
should be freely available to the residents of every state. Residents
adversely affected by their state’s refusal to implement the ACA should file
a class action suit under the Supremacy Clause and Doctrine of Preemption.
Article VI of the U.S. Constitution specifically states that the “Laws of the
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United States” are the “supreme law of the land.”192 It is explicit from
Article VI that state elected officials and judges are bound by the
constitution to comply with federal law.193 Opponents of a class action
lawsuit may argue that the premise of such a grievance is in opposition to
the system of American federalism. Opponents may refer to the Tenth
Amendment to the Constitution which states, “The powers not delegated to
the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are
reserved to the States respectively, or to the people.”194 The legal definition
of federalism is defined by Black's Law dictionary as the “The legal
relationship and distribution of power between the national and regional
governments within a federal system of government, and in the United
States particularly, between the federal government and the state
governments.”195 Speaking for the 6-3 majority in King v. Burwell, Supreme
Court Chief Justice John Roberts wrote, “We cannot interpret federal
statues to negate their own stated purpose.”196 The purpose of the ACA “is
to give more Americans access to affordable, quality health insurance and to
reduce the growth in U.S. healthcare spending.”197 The wording of Chief
Justice Roberts’s opinion confirms federal law to be elevated above that of
the states.198
There is no ambiguity in the wording of Article VI; federal law clearly
usurps state law. Federal statues and federal judges prevail over any
192
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conflicts involving the states.199 The only exception that may apply would
be a case where the Supreme Court determines that a federal statute is
unconstitutional.200 On June 12, 2012, the Supreme Court upheld the
ACA.201 In a 5 to 4 split decision, the Court ruled that states could abdicate
from increasing Medicaid access, a central ingredient of the statute.202 In
writing the 6-4 majority opinion for King v. Burwell, Chief Justice Roberts
took the exact approach he outlined during his confirmation hearings,
stating that “reliance on context and structure in statutory interpretation” is
“appropriate in this case.”203 Justice Scalia, in his dissenting opinion,
expressed an opposite judicial interpretation in viewing the case, stating
that, “[t]he Court’s insistence in making a choice that should be made by
Congress both aggrandizes judicial power and encourages congressional
lassitude.”204
Even though states have the option not to expand Medicaid, residents of
those states still have the right to the benefits of the federal statue enjoyed
by residents of states that implemented the Medicaid expansion. Residents
of states that chose not to expand Medicaid should still be able to receive
the Medicaid funds that would otherwise have been funneled through the
states, via federal exchanges. Allowing qualified residents of states with
elected officials that oppose the ACA, to receive the benefit of the Medicaid
expansion through the federal exchanges, would remedy the discriminatory
application of the ACA. The 6-3 Opinion of the Court, written by Chief
199
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Justice John Roberts, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court states, “Congress
passed the Affordable Care Act to improve health insurance markets, not to
destroy them.”205 Only three years prior to this decision, the Supreme Court
in a 5-4 vote held that the provisions of ACA were constitutional.206 The
Chief Justice understood that the law had to be interpreted according to the
intended outcome of the legislation, and no decision should be rendered that
would alter that outcome.207 In a strongly worded dissenting opinion, Justice
Scalia took a different view of this legislation, and indeed his role on the
Supreme Court.208 He wrote that although context matters, “understanding
the terms of the law is not a reason for rewriting them.”209
V. CONCLUSION
The health care system is working well for the affluent and middle class,
but it is an elusive dream for millions of the neediest and most vulnerable
citizens. All Americans have a right to affordable health care; it is a form of
social justice to ensure that the right becomes a reality. Unfortunately, the
politically-charged ACA has generated a web of controversy around a
healthcare system that for too long has bypassed poor and low-income
Americans.
President Trump indicated he favors insuring patients with pre-existing
conditions, along with a provision that extend coverage for children on their
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parent’s insurance policy.210 The ACA addresses a social need of many low
income Americans; it serves to balance a social injustice where the health
needs of low income Americans are locked out of the health care system.211
The social justice of the ACA embodied by the decrease in the uninsured
rate is a national benefit that cannot be easily undone; it is one thing to need
something and not have it, but it is something altogether different to get
what you need, and then have someone attempt to take it away from you.
The aforementioned is the very dilemma facing the new Trump
administration. President Trump is an unconventional politician. Although
his support of the AHCA appears firm, passage of the legislation through
the Senate seems unlikely. The President may yet have an opportunity to
embrace my proposal.
The right to healthcare for every American citizen can become a reality
with the simultaneous implementation of the four elements I have proposed.
Working in unison, the prescriptive elements will provide a cure for the
ailment in the healthcare system that disenfranchises the poor and low
income. What I recommend is a comprehensive approach to how citizens
access their healthcare, and how states choose to implement the program.
Providing healthcare choices at all levels for state implementation and client
initiation engenders ownership in the execution and activation of healthcare
choices.
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Choice in healthcare will begin with congressional passage of a new law
mandating expansion of Medicaid, and the opening of healthcare exchanges
in each state. Medicaid expansion would provide a safety net to more than
six million Americans who are suffering without healthcare insurance. The
cost of the expansion would be subsidized by the federal government, and it
would have little effect on the states' budgets. The second leg of the
proposals to fix the healthcare system involves the passage of legislation to
provide health literacy education to all healthcare recipients. A keystone of
the legislation requires insurance companies to modify educational material
down to the eighth grade reading level. Government agencies would be
mandated to provide residents with appropriate health education materials.
In addition, the agencies would be required to promote and advertise the
health education information through all available media. Reducing the
reading level of healthcare materials to the eighth grade will allow the
largest number of adults to benefit from the health literacy campaign.

212

In

addition to proposing legislation to expand Medicaid and create health
literacy programs, my plan also includes proposed legislation to create
Medical Access Points within the states. The access points would be
targeted for locations with high levels of uninsured and underinsured
individuals, providing residents with essential access to preventive medical
care facilities.
Opposition to the proposal will originate from both Democratic and
Republican lawmakers. The fourth proposal is for Congress to pass new
legislation that would fund the distribution of federal subsidy vouchers
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directly to eligible individuals. The vouchers would give individuals the
option to purchase health insurance from any insurer in the country.
Despite potential opposition, congressional passage of my four-part plan
will provide a remedy to the healthcare crisis. Healthcare will no longer be
distributed based on socioeconomic status, but will become a bedrock right
for every American. My proposals go to the heart of the healthcare crisis;
medical coverage is a lifesaving service for Americans. My plan builds on
the ACA with new laws to ensure universal healthcare coverage that
includes every American citizen.
In years to come, historians will possibly say of Obamacare that the
country stepped forward and did for the least of us, what the least of us
could not do for ourselves. President Trump now has the opportunity to
write his own legacy, by first abandoning the AHCA, which has only 17
percent support from the American people, and then embracing my plan to
expand and improve the current healthcare system. He can rise to the
challenge with Democratic support, and support from Republican
representatives who are listening to their constituency, and embrace my
proposals. If he ascends to the challenge, it is foreseeable that historians
will one day write about how Hillarycare formed the basis of Obamacare,
which propelled the way for what could become known as Trumpcare.
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